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1. INTRODUCTION
The simplest models in population dynamics, e.g. the Verhulst equation
u* =au(1&uK) or the equation of exponential growth, assume the form of
ordinary differential equations for the total population density. In these
models the state of an individual is its mere existence. In more detailed
descriptions the state of an individual is given by a collection of features
such as age, size, and gender. We say that the population is structured by
these characters. Then the dynamical system describing the evolution of the
population assumes the form of one or several hyperbolic partial differ-
ential equations or ‘‘conservation laws,’’ i.e., of equations of the form
ut+F(u)x=0. Whereas in physics conservation laws really conserve some
quantity like total mass or energy, in biology there is usually some loss or
gain due to death or birth of individuals. This difference is not very impor-
tant, though: one could easily introduce a class of deceased individuals. In
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epidemiological models such a class shows up regularly in the form of
‘‘removed’’ individuals. Structured population models are the most natural
analytical description for the evolution of a class of individuals dis-
tinguished by certain characters. In fact these equations describe how
cohorts of individuals march through time and thereby change their states
by aging, growing, forming pairs, etc. This view is elaborated in great detail
in the book by Metz and Diekmann [3].
Since the original work of Sharpe and Lotka [19] and McKendrick
[13] (see the book of Webb [24]) there have been two equivalent descrip-
tions of structured populations in the form of partial differential equations
[13] and integral equations [19]. These descriptions could be dis-
tinguished by the terms ‘‘generator’’ and ‘‘semigroup’’. Whereas [3] follows
rather strictly the integral equations approach, others use differential
operators. The differential operators show distinctly the various actions
which drive the evolution of the population. Since in the generator these
actions show up additively, the differential equations approach appears
somewhat more transparent than the integral equations approach where
these actions show up as convolutions. On the other hand, simplistic
biological models use step functions and delta peaks which can be handled
rigorously in terms of integral equations.
If a structured population model is based on age then the state of the
population is also its history insofar as we know when the presently exist-
ing individuals have been born. In a more heuristic approach delays can be
used to incorporate the history of the population into the model. The
Verhulst model must be interpreted in such a way that every existing
individual may give birth to new individuals; in more realistic models there
should be some delay modeling maturation or gestation periods. Also inter-
actions with renewable resources may justify the introduction of delays into
population models. Since the time when delays were introduced in popula-
tion models by Hutchinson and these models were connected to
experiments [7, 11, 17] there has been an enormous increase of knowledge
about these models. In fact the advanced theory of delay equations [4, 10,
14] has been stimulated by the investigation of biological models.
However, delays are sometimes introduced rather unscrupulously (e.g. in
the Hutchinson model) as maturation periods, mean division times in cell
populations etc. Thus a sound foundation based on the structured popula-
tion approach is desirable. This is even more true for the use of neutral
delay differential equations in population modeling, i.e., of equations which
contain the leading derivative at several time instants, see [14, Chap. 9],
for several of such models.
It is well known that certain delay equations with distributed delays, as
well as certain Volterra integral equations, can be reduced to finite-dimen-
sional systems of ordinary differential equations. This so-called chain
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trickery works if the kernels are exponential polynomials. It is also known
that certain hyperbolic systems with piecewise constant coefficients can be
reduced to systems of delay differential equations (with point delays).
Sulsky, Vance and Newman [23] study a general GurtinMacCamy type
system where the birth and death rates have jumps at a certain maturation
age and otherwise depend on the total juvenile and the total adult popula-
tion. They directly proceed to the problem of existence and stability of
stationary states. Cushing [2] discusses in detail the effect on stability of
the length of the maturation period. Gurney and Nisbet [6] introduce dis-
tinct age classes in the MacKendrick system, average the rates over age
and derive systems of delay equations. Blythe, Nisbet and Gurney [1], and
in particular Smith [20, 2122] study populations where the juveniles can
have different levels of maturity, the latter derives threshold delay equa-
tions. Mahaffy, Be lair and Mackey [16] obtain delay equations for
hematopoietic disease models.
Here we study the classical models for populations structured by age and
size, with coefficients also depending on functionals such as total population
size, with coefficients which are sums of step functions and delta peaks. The
coefficients, with jumps and peaks at the maturation age, truthfully mimick
the qualitative behavior of real populations (non-constant mortality,
reproductive window etc.). For these systems we systematically explore the
possibility of reduction to delay equations, together with the structure of the
appropriate state spaces and the problem of preservation of positivity. This
approach yields a thorough justification for neutral delay differential equations
as population models. It also throws some light on the role of ad hoc models
like the delayed Verhulst or Hutchinson equation and suggests slightly
different models like the one proposed by Perez, Malta and Coutinho [17].
All types of models mentioned so far, ordinary differential equations,
conservation laws and delay equations, show the phenomenon of
asynchronous growth, there are stable exponential solutions, so-called per-
sistent solutions. It is worthwhile to study how the characteristic exponents
depend on the modeling approach.
For the three types of systems possible state spaces are the real line R,
the space of age distributions C[0, ) and the space of histories ‘‘up to the
delay’’ C[&{, 0] or equivalently, C[0, {]. In some sense the space
C[&{, 0] is smaller than C[0, ). If { is thought of as the length of the
juvenile period, then the state in C[0, ) contains information about a
longer history of the population than the state in C[&{, 0]. In fact the
transition from the conservation law to the delay equation can be seen as
a reduction of dimension, here to a shorter time window. This reduction
implies a loss of information. In biological terms it says that essential quan-
tities such as total population size can be computed for future times
without knowing the detailed structure of the present population.
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In Section 2 we systematically develop the concept of reduction and we
provide some examples. In Section 3 we describe the chain trick for the
McKendrick model and the GurtinMacCamy model. In Section 4 a class
of conservation laws is reduced to delay equations. We study a rather
general problem where the coefficients, in addition to jumps, contain delta
peaks. This general approach provides a convincing interpretation of
neutral delay differential equations in terms of population dynamics. In
Section 5 we determine those initial data for the delay problem which result
from the reduction of the partial differential equation. In Section 6 we
discuss the connections between the finitely many parameters of the two
problems. Section 7 is devoted to the question in which sense the delay
system preserves positivity. In Section 8 we show that the characteristic
equations for the delay problem can be easily determined from the partial
differential equation. In Section 9 we generalize the approach to the
(non-linear) GurtinMacCamy problem, and in Section 10 to models for
populations structured by size. In Sections 11 and 12 we recall a model
for juvenile growth and the two-sex pair formation model.
2. REDUCTION OF DIMENSION
To explain in mathematical terms what is really going on, we use a
general framework. Assume there is a large space X and some differential
equation x* = f (x) in that space. Assume further that there is a projection
P : X  Y to some smaller space. Let x(t) be a solution curve and
y(t)=Px(t) its projection. Then y* (t)=dPx* (t)=dPf (x(t)) where dP is the
derivative of P. Notice that P acts on the space X whereas dP acts on the
tangent space. If there is a vector field g on Y such that g(Px)=dPf (x),
then y* = g( y). In general such function g does not exist. It is obvious that
a necessary condition for g to exist is that the projection P respects the tra-
jectories x in the sense that if two projected trajectories coincide at some
point then they coincide everywhere. In a more general setting X and Y are
manifolds, and P maps X into Y, and dP carries the tangent bundle TxX
into TyY. The projection can be visualized by the following ‘‘commutative
diagram’’:
dP P
f ww x(t)
(1)
g ww y(t)
It is astonishing that there are several situations in mathematical population
dynamics where this approach works, i.e., where projections of trajectories
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are themselves trajectories of a simpler dynamical system. A careful inspection
shows, however, that the mathematical details may be more difficult. In
some cases, like in the transition between conservation laws and delay
equations to be studied here, the projected trajectories satisfy the simplified
system only after some transient period. During a transient period the
system ‘‘forgets’’ information from the original data which is transient for
the projected system. During this transient period the system is governed
by rather different non-autonomous equations.
We start with some simple examples.
Consider a variable x = ( y, z) # Rn_Rm and a differential equation
x* = f (x) of the form
y* = g( y),
(1)
z* =h( y, z)
Then P : x [ y is the standard projection from Rn+m to Rn. The reduced
problem just contains the variable y.
The next example is related to homogeneous vector fields ([8]). Con-
sider a differential equation x* = f (x) in Rn where the function f : Rn  Rn
is homogeneous of degree 1, i.e., f (:x)=:f (x) for :>0. Let .(x)=&x&
denote the euclidean norm and let S be the unit sphere. Then . is also
homogeneous of degree 1. Define a projection P : Rn"[0]  S by y=Px=
x.(x). Then the reduced system is
y* = f ( y)&
.$( y) f ( y)
.( y)
y. (3)
In this case the space Y is not a linear space and the right hand side of the
reduced system is a vector in the tangent space TyS.
A class of examples related to population dynamics is based on the so-
called linear chain trick [3, 5, 12, 15, 25]. If in a renewal equation or in
a delay equation with distributed delays the kernel is a weighted sum of
exponential functions, more generally, if it is a solution to an ordinary dif-
ferential equation with constant coefficients, then the system can be pro-
jected into a system of ordinary differential equations. This transition is
usually called ‘‘chain trickery’’. Although the chain trick works generally
whenever the resolvent expansion contains only a finite number of terms,
its practical importance is limited to cases where the kernel is a simple
function like ak exp[&+a] with k=0, 1, 2 because otherwise the resulting
system of ordinary differential equations becomes rather complicated, and
its positivity properties get obscured.
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The same can be said about the reduction of conservation laws to delay
equations advocated here. One could study conservation laws where the
coefficients have more than one jump, and a reduction would lead to delay
equations with several delays whose theory is rather difficult. Therefore, we
study coefficients with one jump only which lead to standard retarded and
neutral delay equations thereby giving a biological interpretation to these
delays. As far as the general case is concerned we suggest that the inter-
pretation of equations with several delays in terms of hyperbolic partial dif-
ferential equations may throw some new light on old problems.
3. THE AGE STRUCTURE MODEL AND
THE LINEAR CHAIN TRICK
We start from the linear LotkaSharpeMcKendrick system for a
population structured by age. Let t, a denote time and chronological age.
Let u(t, a) be the non-normalized age distribution at time t. The model
contains two coefficients depending on age, the mortality rate +(a) and the
fertility rate b(a),
ut+ua++(a) u=0 (4)
u(t, 0)=|

0
b(a) u(t, a) da, (5)
u(0, a)=u0 (a). (6)
The mortality rate +(a) is assumed positive and, though + is not monotone,
a0 +(s) ds should increase to infinity with increasing a to exclude the
possibility of immortal individuals. The fertility b(a) is assumed non-
negative, bounded, and not identically zero, without further qualitative
properties. We further comment on how a maximum age can be incor-
porated. A maximum age can be introduced as a value a* such that
lima  a* a0 +(s) ds=. On the other hand one can assume an age a^ such
that b(a)=0 for a>a^. Then, as far as the mathematical properties of the
model are concerned, a^ acts as a maximum age. For the behavior of the
model it is of no importance whether we keep record of the individuals
with ages greater than a^. In the present paper we shall always assume
a # [0, ).
An important quantity is the number of births per time N(t)=u(t, 0).
Once N(t) is known then for the partial differential equation (4) we have
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initial and boundary data u0 and N(t). Thus an explicit solution can be
found
u(t, a)={u0 (a&t) exp {&|
a
a&t
+(s) ds= ,
N(t&a) exp {&|
a
0
+(s) ds=,
a>t
a<t.
(7)
If this expression for u is inserted into the birth law (5) then a renewal
equation for the function N(t) is obtained,
N(t)=|
t
0
k(a) N(t&a) da+R(t), (8)
with
k(a)=b(a) p(a),
R(t)=|

t
b(a)
p(a)
p(a&t)
u0 (a&t) da. (9)
Here p(a) is the survival function
p(a)=e&0
a +(s) ds. (10)
Under mild conditions on the kernel k a persistent solution u (a) exp[*t]
exists. For the exponent * one obtains a characteristic equation
|

0
b(a) p(a) e&*a da=1. (11)
In order to elucidate the procedure of projecting a system to a smaller state
space we explain the first steps of ‘‘chain trickery’’ for the system (4)(6).
Here we project from L1 (0, ) to Rd with d=1, 2, 3. First assume that the
birth and death rates are constants, b(a)=b0 , +(a)=+. Then introduce the
total population size U(t)=0 u(t, a) da as a new variable. This function
satisfies a reduced system in R1,
U4 =(b0&+) U. (12)
This is just the equation of exponential growth.
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Now assume that the death rate + is a positive constant and that the
birth rate has the form
b(a)=b0+b1 e&:a+b2ae&:a (13)
such that :>0, b0 , b1 , b20, b0+b1+b2>0. Then introduce the com-
pound variables or ‘‘moments’’
U(t)=|

0
u(t, a) da,
V(t)=|

0
e&:au(t, a) da, (14)
W(t)=|

0
ae&:au(t, a) da.
These variables satisfy the linear system of ordinary differential equations
U b0&+ b1 b2 U
d
dt \V+=\ b0 b1&:&+ b2 +\V+ . (15)W 0 1 &:&+ W
The matrix of this system has non-negative off-diagonal entries. Hence the
system preserves positivity. Thus, the system (4)(6) has been projected to
a three-dimensional system which is meaningful by itself. The three func-
tionals U, V, W of the solution u of (4)(6) can be computed for t0 from
their initial values at t=0. The complete initial data u(0, a) are not needed
(and cannot be reconstructed from U(0), V(0), W(0)). A similar statement
holds for the two-dimensional system for U, V in case b2=0 and of course
for U4 =(b0&+) U in case b2=b1=0. Of course, in this case, the variables
U, V, W are moments and they should not be interpretated as population
classes. One could, however, see equation (15) as a population model in its
own right, with somewhat strange transition rules, though. Then the total
population size would be U+V+W.
The reduction to delay equations follows a similar path whereby,
however, preservation of positivity requires special attention.
In addition to (4)(6) we can consider the Gurtin-MacCamy system
where the birth rate and the death rate depend on total population density.
In this case we have nonlinear differential equations coupled by a linear
projection (18),
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ut+ua++(a, U) u=0, (16)
u(t, 0)=|

0
b(a, U) u(t, a) da, (17)
U(t)=|

0
u(t, a) da, (18)
u(0, a)=u0 (a). (19)
If we assume that the rates b=b0 (U) and +=+(U) do not depend on a,
then the function U(t) satisfies an ordinary differential equation
U4 =(b0 (U)&+(U)) U (20)
which is, for an appropriate choice of the rates, the Verhulst equation
describing sigmoid growth and saturation of a population. If +=+(U) and
b(a, U)=b0 (U)+b1 (U) e&:a+b2 (U) ae&:a, (21)
then one arrives at a system, similar to (15),
U b0 (U)&+(U) b1 (U) b2 (U) U
d
dt \V+=\ b0 (U) b1 (U)&:&+(U) b2 (U) +\V+ . (22)W 0 1 &:&+(U) W
which again preserves positivity.
4. DERIVATION OF THE DELAY EQUATION
From now on we assume that the functions b(a) and +(a) have the
following form. These functions are constant for a<{ and for a>{, each
function may have a jump at a={ and also a delta peak at a={. In other
words, each function b(a), +(a) is a sum of a constant, a Heaviside function
and a delta function,
+(a)=+0+(+1&+0) H{ (a)++2 ${ (a),
(23)
b(a)=b0+(b1&b0) H{ (a)+b2 ${ (a),
where the Heaviside function is
H{ (a)={0 for a<{1 for a{,
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and the delta function is its formal derivative. Of course, we assume
+0 , +1 , +2 , b0 , b1 , b20. We interpret the ${ terms in (23) in such a way
that ‘‘birth comes before death,’’ the birth rule is applied first and then the
death rule. This definition is biologically meaningful. It becomes mathe-
matically rigorous in terms of the renewal equations below.
In a biological context, we describe a population which is divided into
juveniles and adults, both classes having different death and birth rates.
The birth rate is perhaps low or even zero in juveniles, it shows a sharp
peak at a={ and then levels off to a constant. The death rate has similar
properties. The case b0=0 may be the most important but it is worth
the effort to follow up the general case. Figure 1 shows in which sense the
coefficients (23) represent a realistic description of biological situations,
for +2=0.
The biological interpretation suggests to introduce the total number of
juveniles and of adults as new variables,
U(t)=|
{&
0
u(t, a) da, V(t)=|

{+
u(t, a) da. (24)
In order to follow the evolution of these quantities we write the original
system (4)(6) in a detailed version, i.e., we introduce new names for
juveniles and adults. Juveniles u(t, a) have an age in the interval [0, {) and
adults v(t, a) have an age in ({, ). For these functions we have the dif-
ferential equations
ut+ua++0 u=0, 0a<{
(25)
vt+va++1v=0, {<a<,
and initial data
u(0, a)=u0 (a), 0a<{
(26)
v(0, a)=v0 (a), {<a<.
The boundary condition for the function u is the original birth law and the
boundary condition for v is a continuity condition at a={ taking into
account the mortality +2 ${ (a),
u(t, 0)=b0 |
{&
0
u(t, a) da+b1 |

{+
v(t, a) da+b2u(t, {&),
(27)
v(t, {+)=e&+2u(t, {&).
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FIG. 1. Birth and death rates with jumps and peaks.
For solutions which are smooth for a{{ we find
d
dt
U(t)=|
{&
0
ut (t, a) da=|
{&
0
(&ua(t, a)&+0u(t, a)) da, (28a)
d
dt
V(t)=|

{+
vt (t, a) da=|

{+
(&va(t, a)&+1v(t, a)) da. (28b)
Hence we find, with v(t, )=0,
U4 (t)=u(t, 0)&u(t, {&)&+0U(t), (29)
V4 (t)=e&+2 u(t, {&)&+1V(t). (30)
Finally we have from (27)
u(t, 0)=b0U(t)+b1 V(t)+b2u(t, {&). (31)
Now we must express the quantity u(t, {&) in terms of what we know
already. From the explicit representation for t<{ we find
u(t, {&)=u0 ({&t) e&+0t. (32)
For t>{ we find
u(t, {&)=N(t&{) e&+0{. (33)
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Now we use N(t&{)=u(t&{, 0) from (31) and we get, for t{,
u(t, {&)=(b0 U(t&{)+b1V(t&{)+b2u(t&{, {&)) e&+0{. (34)
Now we can use equation (30) in reversed form
e&+2u(t, {&)=V4 (t)++1V(t) (35)
to express the retarded term in (34). We finally get for t>{
u(t, {&)=(b0 U(t&{)+b1V(t&{)+b2e+2[V4 (t&{)++1V(t&{)]) e&+0{.
(36)
The last step is to insert the expressions (31), (32) and (36) into the equa-
tions (29) and (30). The final result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let u(t, a) be a solution of the system (4)(6) with coef-
ficient functions (23), and let U, V be defined as in (24). Then for t{
U4 (t)=b0U(t)+b1 V(t)+(b2&1) u0 ({&t) e&+0t&+0U(t),
(37)
V4 (t)=u0 ({&t) e&+2&+0t&+1V(t),
and for t{
U4 (t)=(b0&+0) U(t)+b1V(t)+(b2&1) b0e&+0{U(t&{)
+(b2&1)(b1e&+2+b2+1) e+2&+0{V(t&{)
+(b2&1) b2e+2&+0{V4 (t&{),
V4 (t)=(b0e&+2U(t&{)+(b1e&+2+b2+1) V(t&{)
+b2V4 (t&{)) e&+0{&+1V(t). (38)
Thus, for t{ we have a non-autonomous system of linear differential
equations which still contains information about the initial data of the
partial differential equation. For t{ we get a system of neutral delay
equations, the history of the initial data of the partial differential equation
is forgotten, except for the information about total population sizes of
juveniles and adults.
If the younger individuals do not reproduce, i.e., b0=0, then the system
for t>{ becomes particularly simple, it can be decomposed into two equa-
tions. The equation for the variable V does not contain the variable U.
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Corollary 2. If b0=0 then the system (4)(6) can be reduced to a
system for the functions U(t) and V(t) where the equation for V is a neutral
delay equation (independent of U)
V4 (t)=((b1e&+2+b2+1) V(t&{)+b2 V4 (t&{)) e&+0{&+1V(t). (39)
Thus, we have found a rigorous derivation for a neutral differential delay
equation as a population model. It is easy to give an interpretation of this
equation. The adult population reproduces with rates b1 , b2 and dies with
a mortality +1 . The offspring enters the equation only after a delay {. But
we have to discount for those individuals who have died at an age between
0 and {.
This example shows that we can expect in general, even in nonlinear
models and in models with several dependent variables (cf. epidemic
models), that the class of age structure models contains delay equations as
special cases. Conversely, complicated behavior showing up in delay equa-
tions is likely to be expected in some models with age structure. In the pre-
sent case (39) the delay equation behaves rather nicely. It is an equation
with positive feedback, and we do not expect any Hopf bifurcations or
oscillations. Indeed, for a wide class of initial data the solutions approach
a persistent solution.
5. THE APPROPRIATE INITIAL DATA
There is a problem with the transition from the age structure model
(4)(6) to the delay equations (38), even in the case b2=0, +2=0, a
problem which is not related to the regularity of solutions but to the
preservation of positivity of solutions. For the age structure model it is
known that non-negative initial data lead to nonnegative solutions. The
same is true for the system reduced by chain trickery (15). For the delay
equation this is obviously not the case. Indeed, consider an initial datum
where U is positive on [0, {) with U({)=0 and V#0. If U(0) is large then
U(t)<0 for some t>{. This argument shows that only certain initial data
for the delay equation are related to the original problem. In the following
we determine this set of initial data. These are the initial data one should
use for (38) if the data u0 (a) are not given and only data U(s), V(s) are
given for 0s{.
We use an example from a different field to explain why this problem
arises. Consider a nonautonomous equation x* =A(t) x in Rn which preserves
positivity, i.e., A(t)+:I is a non-negative matrix for large positive : and all
t. Let T(t, t0) be the solution operator. Then the appropriate set of initial
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data at t0=0 is Rn+ . If we observe the evolution up to t={>0, then we
find that these data are carried into T({, 0)Rn+ . Thus, if we start the evolu-
tion at t={, then we have two possibilities. (i) We start the evolution at
t={ with initial data in Rn+ . Then the solution x(t), t{, stays in R
n
+ . But
the solution may not have a feasible history for 0t{. (ii) We start the
solution at t={ with exactly those initial data x{ which are in T({, 0)Rn+ .
An initial datum x{ is in this space if T({, 0) x{ # Rn+ . In Theorem 2 we
follow the second idea. We characterize those initial data for the projected
system at { which result from an initial datum u0 (a)0, 0a<.
In the following, as in Theorem 1, we neglect smoothness properties of
solutions. Since the proofs are performed via differential equations, we need
piecewise C1 solutions. With more technical complications, one can get
exactly the same results for mild solutions. Define a linear operator
Q: C[0, {]  C[0, {], QV=U, as follows. For V # C[0, {] define first the
number
U(0)=e+2++0{V({)&e+2V(0)&(+0&+1) |
{
0
e +2++0sV(s) ds, (40)
then the function
U(t)=(U(0)&(b2&1) e+2V(0)) e(b0&+0) t+(b2&1) e+2V(t)
+[(b1+(b2&1) e+2)(b0&+0++1)]
_|
t
0
e(b0&+0)(t&s)V(s) ds, 0t{. (41)
Then define the operator Q by
(QV)(t)=U(t), 0t{. (42)
Then define a convex cone in the space of continuous functions
V=[V # C[0, {] : V(0)0, V(t) e+1t is nondecreasing in [0, {]] (43)
and a cone in the product space
K=[(U, V) # (C[0, {])2 : V # V, U=QV]. (44)
Note that for elements of K the first component is uniquely determined by
the second component.
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The next theorem states that the evolution of the system (37) carries the
set of non-negative initial data of the partial differential equation onto the
set K. (U[0, {] is the restriction of U to the interval [0, {] etc.).
Theorem 3. Let u0 (a)0 be an initial datum for (4)(6) and let
(U(t), V(t)) be defined by (24). For 0t{ these functions satisfy equations
(37). Then (U[0, {] , V[0, {]) # K.
Conversely, let (U , V ) # K. Then there is a function u0 (a)0 such that
(U[0, {] , V[0, {])=(U , V ).
Proof. (1) Choose u0 (a), form U, V as in (24), then (37) holds in view
of Theorem 1. Then V(0)0, from (ddt)(V(t) e+1t)=u0 ({&t) e&+2&+0t0
we see V[0, {] # V. Solving the second equation of (37) gives (40). We
replace u0 (a) in the first equation of (37) from the second equation and get
U4 (t)=(b0&+0) U(t)+b1V(t)+(b2&1) e+2 (V4 (t)++1V(t)). (45)
Hence U(t) depends only on V(t) and U(0). Integration of (45) yields (41).
(2) Assume V # V, V # C1[0, {]. Define
}(t)=V4 (t)++1 V (t), 0t{, (46)
and then define
u0 (a)=e+2++0({&a)}({&a), 0a{. (47)
Then the second equation (37) is satisfied, and u0 (a)0 for 0a{. The
function u0 (a) for a>{ cannot be uniquely determined. We choose
u0 (a)=V (0) (a&{), a{,
where  is any function with (a)0 for a0 and 0 (a) da=1. By
assumption U =QV and (40), (41) hold. Differentiating (41) we get (45),
with U , V instead of U, V. Using (45) and the second equation of (37) we
get the first equation of (37). Finally, integrating (47) and using partial
integration and then (40), we get that {0 u0 (a) da=U (0). K
Corollary 4. The cone K is positively invariant with respect to the
flow of the system (38).
Proof. Consider any initial datum (U[0, {] , V[0, {]) # K. By Theorem 3
there is a function u0 (a)0 (not uniquely determined). Choose this func-
tion as an initial datum for (4)(5), obtain u(t, a) and form U, V as in (24).
At time t={ this solution arrives at the given data. Now take the same
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data (U[0, {] , V[0, {]) and follow the solution of (38) up to some time t>{.
Then U(t), V(t) are nothing else than {0 u(t, a) da and 

{ u(t, a) da.
Thus U[t&{, t] , V[t&{, t] are obtained from u(t&{, a) in the same way as
the original data from u0 (a). Therefore (U[t&{, t] , V[t&{, t]) # K. Thus, K
is positively invariant with respect to the flow of (38). K
It is not so clear whether the ‘‘usual’’ cone defined by U[0, {]0,
V[0, {])0 is positively invariant with respect to the flow of (38). This
question will be addressed in Section 7.
6. IDENTIFICATION OF PARAMETERS
Here we address the question how the parameters of a (neutral) delay
equation can be interpreted in terms of mortality and fertility rates. We
consider a system of the form (38)
U4 (t)=c0U(t)+c1 V(t)+c2U(t&{)+c3V(t&{)+c4V4 (t&{),
(48)
V4 (t)=a0 U(t&{)+a1V(t&{)+a2 V4 (t&{)&a3 V(t)
and the special case where juveniles do not reproduce, b0=0, i.e., an equa-
tion of the general form (39)
V4 (t)=a1V(t&{)+a2V4 (t&{)&a3V(t). (49)
On comparing (48) to (38) we find the following relations between the
parameters of the two problems
c0=b0&+0 , c1=b1 , c2=(b2&1) b0 e&+0{,
c3=(b2&1)(b1e&+2+b2 +1) e+2&+0{, c4=(b2&1) b2e+2&+0{, (50)
a0=b0e&+2&+0{, a1=(b1e&+2+b2 +1) e&+0{,
a2=b2e&+0{, a3=+1 .
We find that necessarily the coefficients ai are non-negative. The last four
equations can be rewritten as
+1=a3
b2=a2 e+0{
(51)
b1=(a1&a2a3) e+0{++2
b0=a0 e+0{++2.
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First consider the case of equation (49). Necessarily a1a2a3 . If { is
known then only three of the parameters +0 , +1 , +2 , b1 , b2 can be deter-
mined. It is convenient to assume that +0 , +2 , { are free parameters, i.e., we
assume that in practice these can be determined from other sources.
Proposition 5. Let a neutral differential delay equation with constant
coefficients of the form (49) be given such that
a1a2 a3 . (52)
Then there are underlying conservation equations of the form (4)(5) with
rate functions (23). If {, +0 , +2 are prescribed in an arbitrary fashion then
+1 , b1 , b2 are given by the first three equations of (51). The case +0=0
corresponds to zero juvenile mortality.
We see that there is a large class of neutral equations, characterized by
a simple inequality, which admit an interpretation in terms of population
dynamics. In the general case where b0 does not vanish, the coefficients of
the two equations of the form (48) must satisfy quite a number of com-
patibility conditions since for the nine coefficients in (48) we have only
seven parameters +i , bi , {.
From (50) we find that the parameters ci can be expressed in terms of
the ai and {, +0 , +2 as follows
c0=a0 e+0{++2&+0 , c1=(a1&a2a3) e+0{++2,
(53)
c2=(a2e+0{&1) a0e+2, c3=(a2e+0{&1) a1 e+2, c4=(a2e+0{&1) a2e+2.
For simplicity we write down only the cases where a0 , a1 , a2 do not vanish
and inequalities are strict. From (53) we find the necessary conditions
c2
a0
=
c3
a1
=
c4
a2
. (54)
If these conditions are satisfied then we can identify the parameters
+0 , +2 , { and then the remaining parameters from (51). The requirement
that the bi , +i , { be non-negative leads to further restrictions on the ai , ci .
Proposition 6. Let the system (48) be given. Assume that the com-
patibility conditions (54) are satisfied. Assume that the following inequalities
are satisfied
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a0>0, a1>0, a2>0, a1>a2a3 (55)
c1>a1&a2a3 (56)
a0 c1>(a1&a2 a3) c0 (57)
a0a2 c1<a0c1+(a1&a2a3) c2>0 (58)
a0a2 c1>(a0+c2)(a1&a2a3). (59)
Then the parameters b i , + i , {, all non-negative, can be found to match all the
equations (54).
Proof. If the conditions (54) are satisfied, then the last two equations of
(53) are redundant. Then use the second equation of (53) to determine
K=+0{++2>0. Then use the third equation in (53), in the form
c2=(a2&e&+0{) eKa0 , to determine the product +0{. Finally, use the first
equation of (53) to find +0 . K
If we require b2=+2=0 in advance then (50) becomes
c0=b0&+0 , c1=b1 , c2=&b0e&+0{,
c3=&b1 e&+0{, a3=+1 , (50$)
a0=b0 e&+0{, a1=b1e&+0{, a2=0, c4=0,
and (54) becomes
c2+a0=0, c3+a1=0, c4=0, a2=0. (54$)
If (54$) is satisfied then the second line of (50$) is redundant and the condi-
tions of the first line can be met by setting +1=a3 , b1=c1 , b0=c2 c1 c3 ,
+0=b0&c0 , and { can be determined from c3 c1=&e&+0{. For the coef-
ficients to become positive we need a3>0, c1>0, c2<0, c3<0,
c2c1 c3>c0 , c3<&c1 .
7. PRESERVATION OF POSITIVITY
Consider the case b0=0. We have shown that for any solution u(t, a) of
(4)(6) the function V(t) satisfies the neutral delay equation (39). Further-
more we have shown that the functions in the cone V are exactly those
which occur as initial data for (39) when a non-negative initial datum
u(0, a) of the partial differential equation is followed through (37). The
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question is whether one can see directly that solutions of (39) starting in
V stay in that cone. In terms of the function
W(t)=V(t) e+1t (60)
the equation (39) can be written as
W4 (t)=b 2W4 (t&{)+b 1 W(t&{) (61)
where
b 1=b1 e&+2e(+1&+0) {, b 2=b2e (+1&+0) { (62)
are both non-negative.
First consider the problem with b2=0 and thus b 2=0. If the initial
datum W(s), for s # [0, {], is non-negative, then the solution W(t) is non-
negative for t{. Going back to the variable V we see that the cone V,
introduced in (42), is positively invariant.
If one would not know that (39), with b2=0, had been derived from a
structured population model, then one could also consider the equation for
any non-negative initial data. Indeed, also the cone C+[0, {]=[V #
C[0, {] : V(s)0, 0s{] is positively invariant.
Next consider equation (39) in the general case with b20. The natural
space for initial data is C1[0, {]. If V[0, {] is given in this space, then V(t)
can be obtained for {t2{ by just considering (39) as a non-
autonomous ordinary differential equation with V4 (t&{), V(t&{) as
known coefficients and V({) as the initial datum. In this way the solution
can be continued as a piecewise differentiable function with jumps of the
derivative at the points k{, k # N.
Now we rewrite equation (39) as
V4 (t)&b2e&+0{V4 (t&{)
=b1e&+2&+0{V(t&{)&+1 (V(t)&b2e&+0{V(t&{)) (63)
and introduce a new dependent variable
Z(t)=V(t)&b2e&+0{V(t&{). (64)
Then we obtain the system
Z4 (t)=b1e&+2&+0{V(t&{)&+1Z(t),
(65)
V(t)=Z(t)+b2e&+0{V(t&{).
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Equation (65) defines a dynamical system in C[0, {]_R represented by a
delay equation coupled to a mapping. Equation (65) can be seen as an
integrated version of equation (39). Now we determine the exact relation
between (39) and (65).
Proposition 7. For C 1 solutions the equations (39) and (65) are equiv-
alent.
Proof. From (63), (64) we see that every C1 solution of (39) leads to
a C 1 solution of (65). On the other hand, assume that (Z(t), V(t)) is a C1
solution of (65). Then
V4 (t)=Z4 (t)+b2e&+0{V4 (t&{)
=b1e&+2&+0{V(t&{)+b2 e&+0{V4 (t&{)&+1Z(t)
=b1e&+2&+0{V(t&{)+b2 e&+0{V4 (t&{)
&+1 (V(t)&b2e&+0{V(t&{))
=((b1e&+2+b2 +1) V(t&{)+b2 V4 (t&{)) e&+0{&+1V(t)
which is (39). If V[0, {] , Z({) are given, then Z(t) can be computed for
{t2{, and then V(t) can be also computed for the same interval. K
If V(t)0 for 0t{ and Z({)0, then V(t)0 for t # [{, 2{], and
Z(2{)0. Thus we have shown the following proposition.
Proposition 8. The convex cone C+[0, {]_R+ is positively invariant
with respect to the flow of (65).
8. CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
For the problem (38) we can easily derive a characteristic equation from
(11) by using the explicit representation (23). First we find
e&0
a +(s) ds={e
&+0 a
e&+0 a&(+1&+0)(a&{)&+2
a<{
a>{
and then
|

0
b(a) e&0
a +(s) ds&*a da=b0 |
{
0
e&(+0+*) a da
+b1 |

{
e&+0 a&(+1&+0)(a&{)&+2&*a da+b2e&(+0+*) {,
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where we have used the rule ‘‘birth before death’’ as stated earlier. After
working out the elementary integrals we get the equation
b0
+0+*
(1&e&(+0+*) {)+
b1
+1+*
e&(+0+*) {&+2+b2e&(+0+*) {=1. (66)
The left hand side is decreasing in * for *>&+0 , as it should be. For
b0=0 we get the characteristic equation for (39).
9. THE GURTINMACCAMY SYSTEM WITH STEP FUNCTIONS
In (22) we have applied the linear chain trick to the GurtinMacCamy
system and we have obtained a nonlinear system of differential equations.
Similarly, we can reduce the GurtinMacCamy system to a nonlinear
system of delay equations if the coefficients are step functions.
We assume that the coefficients are step functions of the variable a and
depend on some functional W(t)=0 \(a) u(t, a) da of the population,
+(a, W)=+0 (W)+(+1 (W)&+0 (W)) H{ (a)++2 (W) ${ (a),
(67)
b(a, W)=b0 (W)+(b1 (W)&b0 (W)) H{ (a)+b2 (W) ${ (a).
Using the appropriate extension of the formula (7), i.e.,
u(t, a)={u0 (a&t) e
&0
t +(a&t+_, W(_)) d_
N(t&a) e&0
a +(_, W(t&a+_)) d_
t<a
t>a
(68)
and exactly the same arguments as those in Section 4 we get two systems,
for t{ and for t{, for the functions U(t) and V(t) where the right hand
side depends on W(t). For simplicity we present only the system for t{,
U4 (t)=b0 (W(t)) U(t)+b1 (W(t)) V(t)&+0 (W(t)) U(t)
+(b2 (W(t))&1)[b0 (W(t&{)) U(t&{)+b1 (W(t&{)) V(t&{)
+b2 (W(t&{)) e+2(W(t&{))[V4 (t&{)++1 (W(t&{)) V(t&{)]]
_exp {&|
{
0
+0 (W(t&{+_)) d_= (69a)
V4 (t)=[b0 (W(t&{)) U(t&{)+b1 (W(t&{)) V(t&{)
+b2 (W(t&{)) e+2(W(t&{))[V4 (t&{)++1 (W(t&{)) V(t&{)]]
_exp {&|
{
0
+0 (W(t&{+_) d_&+2 (W(t))=&+1 (W(t)) V(t).
(69b)
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Unless +0 is a constant, the system contains some integral terms. Now we
simplify the system by assuming that b0=0 and +0=const. Then we get
U4 (t)=b1 (W(t)) V(t)&+0U(t)
+(b2 (W(t))&1)[b1 (W(t&{)) V(t&{)
+b2 (W(t&{)) e+2(W(t&{))[V4 (t&{)++1 (W(t&{)) V(t&{)]] e&+0{
(70a)
V4 (t)=[b1 (W(t&{)) V(t&{)
+b2 (W(t&{)) e+2(W(t&{))[V4 (t&{)++1 (W(t&{)) V(t&{)]]
_exp [&+0{&+2 (W(t))]&+1 (W(t)) V(t). (70b)
Here we assume that the weight function \(a) is itself a step function with
a single step at a={,
W(t)=:U(t)+;V(t). (71)
For :=;=1 we get the total population size, W=U+V, as in the classi-
cal GurtinMacCamy system. If we choose :=0, ;=1 then the two equa-
tions in (70) are decoupled, the second equation is independent of U.
Hence we have, in particular, the following result.
Theorem 9. Assume that b0=0, +0= const, +2=0, and W=V. Then
the equation for the adult population V becomes independent of U,
V4 (t)= g(V(t&{)) V(t&{)+h(V(t&{)) V4 (t&{)&+1 (V(t)) V(t), (72)
where
g(V)=(b1 (V)+b2 (V) +1 (V)) e&+0{
(73)
h(V)=b2 (V) e&+0{.
In particular, for b2 (V)#0,
V4 (t)=b1 (V(t&{)) e&+0{V(t&{)&+1 (V(t)) V(t). (74)
Hence, in the simplest case, we get an equation for the adult population
V only, where the birth term is delayed, with a discount factor e&+0{, and
a death term which is not delayed. This model has been proposed in [17],
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[7] and has been used to model (adult) insect populations. On the other
hand it seems that the standard ecological model with delay, i.e., the
Hutchinson equation or delayed Verhulst equation,
P4 (t)=:P(t) \1&P(t&{)K + (75)
cannot be obtained in this way.
10. POPULATIONS STRUCTURED BY SIZE
The results obtained so far can be carried over to models for populations
structured by size. Let u(t, x) the density of a population structured by size
x at time t. Let g(x) be the growth rate and, as before, let b(x) and +(x)
be the birth and death rate. The model equations read
ut+(g(x) u)x++(x) u=0, (4$)
g(0) u(t, 0)=|

0
b(x) u(t, x) dx, (5$)
u(0, x)=u0 (x). (6$)
We assume that the rate functions have the following form
g(x)= g0+(g1& g0) H! (x),
+(x)=+0+(+1&+0) H! (x), (23$)
b(x)=b0+(b1&b0) H! (x)+b2 g0 $! (x).
We consider solutions u(t, x) which are continuous at x=!.
We introduce
U(t)=|
!
0
u(t, x) dx, V(t)=|

!
u(t, x) dx. (24$)
Theorem 1$. Let u(t, x) be a solution of the system (4$)(6$) with (23$),
and let U, V be defined as in (24$). Let {=!g0 . Then for t{
U4 (t)=b0U(t)+b1 V(t)+(b2&1) g0u0 (!& g0 t) e&+0t&+0U(t),
(37$)
V4 (t)= g1 u0 (!& g0 t) e&+0t&+1V(t),
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and for t{
U4 (t)=(b0&+0) U(t)+b1V(t)
+(b2&1)[b0U(t&{)+b1V(t&{)
+b2 (g0 g1)(V4 (t&{)++1V(t&{))] e&+0{ (38$)
V4 (t)=(g1 g0)(b0U(t&{)+b1 V(t&{)) e&+0{
+b2 (V4 (t&{)&+1 V(t&{)) e&+0{&+1 V(t).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we find
U4 (t)= g0u(t, 0)& g0u(t, !)&+0U(t) (29$)
V4 (t)= g1u(t, !)&+1V(t) (30$)
g0u(t, 0)=b0U(t)+b1V(t)+b2 g0u(t, !) (31$)
u(t, !)=u0 (!& g0 t) e&+0t, t<{ (32$)
u(t, !)=u(t&{, 0) e&+0!g0, t>{ (33$)
g0u(t, !)=[b0U(t&{)+b1V(t&{)+b2 g0u(t&{, !)] e&+0!g0 (34$)
u(t, !)=
1
g1 \V4 (t)++1V(t)+ . (35$)
11. JUVENILE GROWTH DEPENDING ON ADULTS
Based on earlier work of Diekmann and Metz [3], Smith [20], [21],
[22] has studied the system
ut+ f (V(t)) ux++0u=0,
V4 =&+1V+;f (V(t)) u(t, 1),
f (V(t)) u(t, 0)=:V(t) (76)
for juveniles u(t, x) and adults V(t) where the growth of the juveniles
depends on the number of adults present. It is shown that this problem can
be reduced to a so-called threshold delay equation.
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12. TWO-SEX MODELS
Standard models for structured populations do not distinguish between
genders. They can be considered as models for both sexes considered
jointly (then the birth rates represent averages) or as models for the female
gender. Realistic models for populations structured by age and gender are
necessarily nonlinear and usually rather complex. In [9] it is shown how
such models can be reduced to systems of delay equations once the coef-
ficients are assumed to be piecewise constant. In the following x and y
denote the female and male sex, respectively. bx , by are the birth rates of
pairs, +~ x , +~ y are the mortalities of juveniles, +x , +y are the mortalities of of
adults, _ is the separation rate of pairs, and . is the pair formation func-
tion, a typical example being .(x, y)=;xy(x+ y) with ;>0. Again {
marks the duration of the juvenile state. The model reads [9]
x* (t)=bxe&+~ x{p(t&{)&+x x(t)+(+y+_) p(t)&.(x(t), y(t)),
y* (t)=bye&+~ y{p(t&{)&+yy(t)+(+x+_) p(t)&.(x(t), y(t)), (77)
p* (t)=&(+x++y+_) p(t)+.(x(t), y(t)).
See also [18] for further work on the non-reduced problem.
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